
SIZE 2

Accredited to:  EN 12277:2015 Type A & B
Web material:  45mm water repellent polyester
Fittings:  D rings - aluminium 

Adjusters - steel  
Weight:  Size 0 - 0.9kg

Size 1 - 0.95kg
Size 2 - 1kg

Our V-shaped Summit adventure harness comes with two points of 
connection.

This collection of harnesses are colour coded for easy and fast size 
allocation. The step in design and different coloured right leg loop simplifies 
donning. The easy slide buckles make adjustability easy meaning resizing 
the harness is effortless and fast.  
The ventral attachment point allows for sit suspension ideal for ziplining 
activities. The inclusion of a back attachment point make it possible to be 
used for more activities. 
/  Ventral & rear attachment point
/ Colour coded webbing
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Size 0
(RED)

1
(GREEN)

2
(BLUE)

B
Waist

18 - 25’’
46 - 64cm

23 - 37” 
58 - 93cm

34 - 55” 
86 - 140cm

C
Hips

20 - 29’’
51 - 74cm

27 - 42” 
69 - 107cm

40 - 60” 
101 -152cm
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FEATURES

B
CCorrect sizing is essential to the safety and comfort of a safety harness. Use this table 

to help select the appropriate size and feel free to give us a call if you need any assistance.

SIZE GUIDE

SIZE 1SIZE 0

Step in design Colour coded webbing

Bigger webbing 
turnbacks

Easy slide buckles

Back attachment point

Coloured right leg loop

Elastic webbing 
retainers

Easy slide buckles
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